
Saddleproof promotional ballpoint Pen

Rodeo



FLEXIBLE COLOUR DESIGN
Available in 14 intense standard colours, the Rodeo offers an extensive 
choice of colours. Based on the „mix it, match it“ modular system, 
the 5 components can be flexibly combined in material and colour 
again and again. This makes it the perfect companion for our Twista 
USB sticks. Supplemented by a great case, the product duo is also attrac-
tive as a promotional gift.

SILKTECH QUALITY REFILL
Uniquely durable! Another unique selling point of the Rodeo product line is the high-yield Silktech 
XL quality refill included as standard. With a writing length of 5,000 m and a high-quality tungsten 
carbide ball, it guarantees long-lasting writing pleasure and an absolutely even typeface.
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SADDLE-FIXED AND EFFECTIVE
The aesthetic Rodeo retractable pen impresses with its outstanding design and high functionality. 
Particularly eye-catching is the uniquely curved saddle clip, which is embedded in the upper part of 
the pen and offers plenty of space for effective advertising. In addition to the all-plastic versions in high 
gloss and transparent, the Rodeo is also available in versions with metal elements. The harmonious 
mix of materials gives the expressive writing instrument a particularly valuable and classy character. The 
discreet sleeve between the barrel and the upper part can also be used to set great accents in colour 
or metal optics. 

CREATIVE PERSONALISATION
When it comes to personalisation, the Rodeo offers 
the option of permanent laser engraving on the sty-
lishly curved metal clip, in addition to the usual types 
of printing. The XL barrel print opens up additional 
possibilities for creative personalisation ideas.

With the PMS service, the Rodeo can be 
produced in special colours from an order 
quantity of 5,000 pieces.


